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Students' Workshop

Social Networking Ethics

RDPS

Guest Lecture Hall

77 )uly 2017 (Tuesday)

Class IX and X

Ms. Vandana Tandon

Consultant, NIE

Student's Workshop

OBJECTIVES:

. To apprise the students with desired code of conduct and precautions needed while being

active at different social networking sites.

To provide a platform to students to share concerns and troubles encountered in virtual

communications and seek help.

DESCRIPTION:

"We Con't have a choice on whether we do social medial the question is how well we do it."
-Erik Qualmann

The session commenced with an interactive discussion wherein the resource person asked

students to define social networking sites, examples and literal meaning of word'ethics'to which

they responded well. The students were quizzed for their views and the discurrsive session

gradually gained momentum with briefing about potential harms caused by overuse/misuse of
social networking sites to the students. The resource person explained that the practice of using

social media in a positive way for education has merit, its heavy usage has also opened the gateway for a

number of negatives including bullying, slandering, cheating, invasion of privacy, loss of proper grammar

usage, time wastage, effect on health, low grades in academics, reduction in real human contact

and reduced learning and research capabilities, The resource person shared anecdotes and

examples from student life to enable the students to understand the issue. Students participated

by giving examples of different social networks and related ethical issues such as Cyber bullying,

Cybercrimes and Cyber stalking, etc. At the end, case studies were discussed to rnake students

think, analyse and decide sagaciously as responsible individuals.
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